EXUS
PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL

“Experience” + “Ultimate” + “Specifications”

EXUS conveys the ultimate specifications based on Marumi’s expertise and technology.
EXUS CIRCULAR POLARIZER filter increases color saturation and reduces reflections. The high-transmission polarizer yields brighter colors and improved contrast, and gives you more flexibility when taking pictures.

30% Greater Light Transmission Ratio than Conventional Polarizing Filter

How EXUS Polarizers Improve Landscape Photographs

**How to Attach the Filter to the Lens**

**STEP 1**
Verify the Size of the Lens

**STEP 2**
Check the Size of the Filter

**STEP 3**
Check the Direction of the Filter

**STEP 4**
Attach the Filter to the Lens

**NOTE**
A polarizer is not effective in backlight photography. If you can't achieve the color or contrast you want, change your shooting position slightly and try again.

**POINT**
Avoid backlit photography. Look at the filter. Rotate the frame.

Cut Reflection to See Through the Water
Continuously Evolving

All MARUMI filters are manufactured in Japan,
in our own factory in the town of Minowa in Kamiina District,
located near the center of Nagano Prefecture.

For more than 60 years, Marumi has focused exclusively on innovating, developing
and manufacturing filters for cameras. Leveraging that technology and experience,
we led the world by developing the DHG (Digital High Grade) series of filters

Currently, digital cameras are entering a new era.

Models with more sophisticated sensors providing higher resolution and
better color control are now on the market.

They achieve excellent picture quality and high performance, with the promise of future evolution.

In response to these technological advances,

Marumi has created three superb digital camera filters for the
new generation of sophisticated cameras - the EXUS line - providing exceptional performance,
features and functionality to support photographers’ artistic creations.

MARUMI Filters will continue to evolve to support everyone
who loves creating great photographs with the finest, most advanced tools.

MARUMI OPTICAL CO., LTD.
http://www.marumi-international.com/
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